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Slave narrative, an account of the life, or a major portion of the life, of a fugitive or former slave, either written or orally 
related by the slave personally. Slave narratives comprise one of the most influential traditions in American literature, 
shaping the form and themes of some of the most 
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A slave narrat,ve tcl is a literary genre that consists of a written or oral autobiographical account by a free or fugitive slave that 
occured before the Civil War. Well known slave accounts are The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, Incidents 
in the Life of a Slave Girl by Harriet Jacobs, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass. an American Slave. and 12 years A 
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Did you know? 
Oscar M,cheaux was also a filmmaker and directed the 









1900- Charles Chesnutt publishes The House Behind the 
Cedars 
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A race film (d' is made by a Black owned production 
company consisting of a Black cast and created for Black 
audiences. The Race film era spans from 1915 to the 
early 1950s. Two Black studios that emerged during this 
period were Lincoln Motion Picture Company� owned 
by George and Noble Johnson and Micheaux Film 
Company e; by Oscar M1cheaux. Race film plot lines 
consisted of the Great Migration�. Black self-reliance, 
and race relations. Race films typically avoided depicting 
Black caricatures, the ghetto, poverty, and crime. Race 
films' underlying messages where to counter to break 
Black stereotypes with a focus on uplifting the Black 
community. 
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1927- The House Behind the Cedors is adapted mto a 
silent film 
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1929- Nella Larsen publishes Passing 
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2014- Natalie Baszile publishes Queen Sugar 
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